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Experimental mechanicsa b s t r a c t
Plastic anisotropy may strongly affect the stress and strain response in metals subjected to multiaxial
cyclic loading. This anisotropy evolves due to various microstructural features. We first use simple mod-
els to study how such features result in evolving plastic anisotropy. A subsequent analysis of existing dis-
tortional hardening models highlights the difference between stress- and strain-driven models. Following
this analysis, we conclude that the stress-driven approach is most suitable and propose an improved
stress-driven model. It is thermodynamically consistent and guarantees yield surface convexity. Many
distortional hardening models in the literature do not fulfill the latter. In contrast, the model proposed
in this work has a convex yield surface independent of its parameter values. Experimental results, con-
sidering yield surface evolution after large shear strains, are used to assess the model’s performance.
We carefully analyze the experiments in the finite strain setting, showing how the numerical results
can be compared with the experimental results. The new model fits the experimental results significantly
better than its predecessor without introducing additional material parameters.
 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Capturing the evolving plastic anisotropy is essential in several
industrial applications, such as sheet metal forming and rolling
contact fatigue in railways. The foundation for modeling evolving
anisotropy is found in earlier models that only consider a fixed ani-
sotropy case, such as Papadopoulos and Lu (2001). However,
Kweon (2013) showed that the evolution of plastic anisotropy
strongly influences damage during shear loading. Within the last
decades, several different models that describe the evolution of
plastic anisotropy have been presented in the literature. These
models range from micro-mechanical, via micro-mechanically
motivated, to purely phenomenological models. Micro-
mechanical models are useful in understanding the mechanisms
occurring in the material’s microstructure. Despite many recent
efforts to decrease the computational costs, see e.g. Wicht et al.
(2020), they are still too computationally demanding for many
industrial applications. The models discussed in the present work
are, therefore, mainly micro-mechanically motivated or purely
phenomenological.
Since the early works by Naghdi et al. (1958), the effect of plas-
tic deformation on subsequent yield surfaces has been investigatedin many studies. Many studies, such as, e.g., Ishikawa and Sasaki
(1988), Sung et al. (2011), Yang et al. (2018) attempt to capture
the true yield surfaces. In this context, the true yield surface refers
to stresses at which plasticity starts to evolve. When studying
sheet metals, see, e.g., Banabic et al. (2003), Barlat et al. (2005),
Dunand et al. (2012), a large plastic offset is typically employed.
These studies capture yield surfaces that describe the stresses at
a certain amount of plastic deformation. Both types of studies
show that the shape of the yield surface evolves during plastic
deformation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
microstructural motivation for distortional hardening. The purpose
of this section is to highlight mechanisms that distortional harden-
ing models should include. In Section 3, a review of different mod-
eling approaches is given. In particular, this section serves as a
motivation for choosing the so-called ‘‘stress-driven” modeling
approach. The improved model, motivated by the previous sec-
tions, is then presented in Section 4. The model’s ability to fit
and predict the experimental data from Meyer et al. (2020) is
investigated in Section 5.2. Microstructural motivation for anisotropic yield surfaces
In general, the observed macroscopic material behavior is a
result of different deformation processes at the micro-scale. The
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way steel. It consists of hard cementite lamella embedded in a
softer ferrite matrix (see Fig. 1). It is thus a composite material con-
sisting of hard and soft phases with different crystallographic tex-
tures. The purpose of this section is to provide a physical
motivation for the development of the constitutive model. To that
end, we analyze the deformation processes on the microscale. The
main emphasis of the discussion is on pearlitic steel. However,
most other metal alloys also have a multi-phase composition in
addition to the crystal structure. Hence, the following discussion
is also relevant for metals in general.Fig. 1. Scanning Electron Microscope image showing the pearlitic microstructure,
which consists of cementite lamellas (light contrast) embedded in a ferrite matrix
(dark contrast).2.1. The Masing effect
Bauschinger (1881) first reported the decrease in yield limit
upon loading in the reversed direction (Abel and Muir, 1972).
Forty-five years later, Masing (1926) presented a model that could
explain this effect (Skelton et al., 1997). Masing’s model consists of
perfectly plastic bars with different yield limits. When subjecting
these bars to the same strain, the yield stress upon load reversal
decreases. We will now simulate a dual-phase material to investi-
gate this effect. The elastic behavior of each phase is linear, while
the plastic behavior is non-linear isotropically hardening. All mate-
rial parameters are equal, except for the initial yield limit. It is
300 100 MPa for the dual-phase material and 300 MPa for the
single-phase material. Fig. 3a shows the yield surface after a tensile
uniaxial predeformation. For the dual-phase material, the yield
surface is translated (as was also observed by Masing), but not dis-
torted. Hence, we conclude that the Masing effect results in a
distortion-free translation of the yield surface.2.2. Polarization of dislocations
Another explanation for the Bauschinger effect is the polariza-
tion of the dislocations, see e.g. Kocks and Mecking (2003). This
polarization causes reduced resistance to yielding upon reversal
of the resolved shear stress. Such a process can be simulated by
using a crystal plasticity framework in which each slip system
has its back-stress. Amongst others, Méric et al. (1991) proposed
such a model. In this study, we adopt the Taylor homogenized
model fromMeyer (2020). That model consists of 32 uniformly ori-
ented grains, which are all subjected to the same strain. The uni-
form orientation was obtained following Quey et al. (2018).
Fig. 3b shows that the initial yield surface is nearly isotropic for
this model.
The dislocation polarization is driven by a uniaxial tensile pre-
deformation. We first consider the model with zero hardening
(H ¼ 0), such that each slip system is perfect elasto-plastic. In this
case, the model consists of a collection of crystals with different
orientations. The crystals have different yield limits in the particu-
lar loading direction, and a Masing-type effect is expected. How-
ever, the result in Fig. 3b shows that the yield surface distorts in
addition to slightly translating. When introducing the kinematic
hardening (Hkin – 0) on the slip systems, both the translation and
distortion amplifies. When introducing isotropic hardening
(Hiso – 0) instead, similar translation and distortion to the ideal
plastic case occur.
It is important to note here that many different approaches to
crystal plasticity modeling are available in the literature. One
example is Barrett et al. (2020). They use the self-consistent
homogenization approach and a different kinematic hardening for-
mulation. A 3D RVE, such as in Zhang et al. (2016), is the most
accurate approach. However, similar results to those in Fig. 3b
were observed in e.g. Jeong et al. (2017).2
2.3. Elastic inclusions
The cementite lamellas have a higher yield limit compared to
the ferrite matrix. It is, therefore, instructive to consider an elliptic
elastic inclusion within an elasto-plastic isotropically hardening
matrix. Fig. 2 shows the result of such a simulation, conducted
under the assumption of plane stress. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are used. By loading the Representative Volume Element
(RVE) in different combinations of normal and shear loading, a
yield surface can be measured in the rzz  rzh plane. Fig. 3c shows
the resulting yield surface. When no sliding between the inclusion
and the surrounding matrix is allowed, there is no effect from the
inclusion. As the elastic properties are equal, the onset of yielding
is not affected by the inclusion. Large differences in the elastic stiff-
ness only cause a slight anisotropic yield surface. Considering that
the stiffness of the cementite is of the same order of magnitude as
the ferrite (Ghosh, 2015), this effect is likely negligible. However,
allowing the inclusion to slide relative to the matrix results in a
strongly anisotropic yield surface. We thus conclude that the inter-
face behavior between inclusions and matrix strongly influences
the anisotropic yield behavior. An important observation is that
the yield surface is double symmetric around the origin. This sym-
metry is not existing in the distortion after the Masing effect or the
polarization of dislocations discussed above.
In this example, a single inclusion was considered. Macroscopic
anisotropy requires that there is a preferred alignment of the inclu-
sions. Such alignment may occur as inclusions reorient due to plas-
tic flow in the matrix material. How this reorientation evolves is
also strongly connected to the interface between the inclusion
and the matrix.2.4. Single crystal yielding
A common explanation for deformation-induced anisotropy is
the reorientation of the crystallographic texture. Each grain has a
pronounced plastic anisotropy, as is shown for a BCC crystal in
Fig. 3d. As was observed for the elastic inclusion above, the
response is double-symmetric around the origin. As shown analyt-
ically by Dafalias (1993), the grains align with deformation and the
macroscopic response approaches to that of the single crystal. The
crystals also have anisotropic elastic properties. As the grains align,
both the elastic and the plastic material response become anisotro-
pic, following the ideas by, e.g., Man (1995) and Böhlke and
Bertram (2001).
Fig. 2. Compression of an RVE with an elastic inclusion (periodic boundary
conditions).
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In this section, four deformation mechanisms on the
microstructure, affecting the anisotropic yielding behavior, have
been identified. From these analyses, we conclude that three
effects should be considered:Fig. 3. Yield surfaces due to different physical mechanisms. A
3
1. The translation of the yield surface due to the Masing effect.
2. The asymmetric distortion of the yield surface due to the polar-
ization of dislocations and the Masing effect on crystal yielding
(this is also denoted directional distortion).
3. The symmetric distortion of the yield surface due to the evolu-
tion of inclusion and grain orientation.
3. Review of established models
Many different models for distortional hardening have been
proposed in the literature. One way to differentiate between mod-
els is whether the anisotropy evolution is connected to the strains
(plastic or total) or evolves separately as a function of the stress
history. Below, we briefly review these different approaches with
some examples from the literature. The goal of this comparison
is to motivate the choices made for the improved model presented
in Section 4.
3.1. Strain-driven models
Typically, the ‘‘strain-driven” models obtain anisotropic
responses based on the evolution of the microstructure, which is
described by microstructural features such as orientation distribu-ll stress components, except rhz ¼ rzh and rzz , are zero.
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tributions can either be due to affine (following the deformation)
or non-affine (adding additional degrees of freedom) reorientation
of the microstructural features. The latter is conceptually related to
the plastic spin, see e.g. Dafalias (2001). Dafalias (1985), based on
the requirement on objectivity stated in Mandel (1971) and
Kratochvil (1971), proposed constitutive relations for this spin.
Mandel (1971) and Kratochvil (1971) introduced the need for con-
stitutive relations for the plastic spin. Later, Dafalias (1985) pro-
posed a general formulation for such constitutive relations
‘‘based on the invariance requirements and the representation the-
orems for isotropic functions (Dafalias, 1983)”. Those constitutive
relations govern the spin of the intermediate configuration, which
is of particular interest for anisotropic models. Dafalias and Rashid
(1989) give an in-depth discussion on the influence of the plastic
spin on anisotropic models. However, Wallin and Ristinmaa
(2005) also showed that the plastic spin affects the Swift effect,
Swift (1947), for a model with a yield surface that is isotropic with
respect to the reduced stress (difference between the stress and
the back-stresses due to kinematic hardening). Note that the kine-
matic hardening makes that model anisotropic. This feature
explains why the plastic spin affects the Swift effect at large defor-
mations, as shown analytically by Dafalias (1985).
An advantage with the strain driven approach is the models’
connection to the microstructure. Along these lines, Man (1995)
proposed that the anisotropy coefficients for the yield criterion
are related to the elastic anisotropy coefficients. Böhlke and
Bertram (2001) further developed this idea by proposing a model
in which the elastic and plastic anisotropy evolve following the
plastic strains.
Many models in the literature introduce anisotropy via
microstructure evolution, see e.g. Menzel and Steinmann (2003),
Lu and Papadopoulos (2004), Johansson et al. (2005), Johansson
and Ekh (2006), HHarrysson and Ristinmaa (2008), Kaiser et al.
(2020). The microstructure is often described by a set of direction
vectors, representing orientation distributions. In order to obtain a
macroscopic model, these directions must be homogenized to
build up structural tensors, which are used in, e.g., the yield crite-
rion. To illustrate this process, we have chosen the model by
Larijani et al. (2013), as it can be evaluated without fitting the full
material response. We further enhance the evolution by allowing
for non-affine transformation, following Dafalias (2001).
The yield criterion in Larijani et al. (2013) is designed for pear-
litic steel, based on the resolved shear stress on cementite lamellas,
see Fig. 1. Each lamella is described by a unit vector, n, and based
on Larijani et al. (2013) we use the effective stress reff
reff ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a : rr½   r : B : r
p
ð1Þ
a ¼ n nh i ð2Þ
B ¼ n n n nh i ð3Þ





The integration over the sphere is done numerically using 104
random orientations. Following Dafalias (2001), the evolution of
each cementite lamella is described by
_n ¼ W  g n n½ D D n n½ ½ ½  ð5Þ
where D ¼ 0:5 Lþ Lt ;W ¼ 0:5 L Lt , and L ¼ _FF1. The parame-
ter g controls the type of evolution, and g ¼ 1 corresponds to
the areal-affine reorientation used in Larijani et al. (2013).
For the smaller predeformation levels (Fig. 4b and c), the pre-
dicted degree of anisotropy is lower than in the experiments. At
the maximum predeformation level (Fig. 4d), the degree of aniso-
tropy is reasonable for g ¼ 1:0 and g ¼ 1:5. However, the rota-4
tion is incorrectly described. 0 > g > 1 gives less distortion, while
g < 1 gives more distortion than pure areal affine. In Meyer et al.
(2020), Fig. 11a, the degree of anisotropy was shown to develop
rather quickly and then saturate. For a high dissipation limit, the
degree of anisotropy saturates already after one predeformation
cycle (note that the results in Fig. 4 are for the low dissipation
limit). The model results in Fig. 4b show almost no yield surface
evolution, even for g ¼ 2:0. From a physical point of view, it is
questionable to use values of g that severely deviate from the
areal-affine value of 1. In Meyer et al. (2015), the experimentally
determined cementite re-orientation during wire drawing was rea-
sonable for 1 > g > 2. In summary, it seems that the evolution
of cementite lamellas is unable to fully describe the yield surface
evolution in pearlitic steels. In particular, the strain driven
approach predicts that the degree of anisotropy should keep
increasing with increasing deformation. But in the experiments,
this increase saturates rather quickly. The authors note, however,
that many other microstructural features, such as crystal orienta-
tion, are also at play here. The above example is included to
demonstrate some deficiencies with the strain-driven approach,
which later motivate the use of the stress-driven approach.
Another disadvantage with the strain-driven approach is the
difficulty in obtaining an efficient and accurate description of the
microstructure orientation tensors. Larijani et al. (2013) used
numerical integration based on Bažant and Oh (1986). On the other
hand, Johansson and Ekh (2006) used closure approximations for
the evolution of the structure tensors. In Appendix A, we compare
these approaches, showing that each of them has several draw-
backs. In particular, it appears to be difficult to combine high accu-
racy with an efficient numerical implementation. These findings
further motivate us to consider stress-driven approaches.3.2. Stress-driven models
As discussed above, the yield surface distortion in Meyer et al.
(2020) developed rather quickly before saturating. Similar results
were found in, e.g., Phillips and Juh-Ling (1972), where a relatively
large yield surface distortion was found after only modest plastic
strains. A region of high curvature develops in the pre-stressing
direction, as is seen for crystal plasticity in Fig. 3b. To capture this
effect was a focus of several early papers. A short-term evolution,
remembering past stress states, was used, see Ortiz and Popov
(1983). Several other authors have developed various models along
similar lines, such as Voyiadjis and Foroozesh (1990), Wu et al.
(1995), Kurtyka and Zyczkowski (1996). A common assumption
in more recent models is that the current back-stress describes
the direction of high curvature, see e.g. François (2001),
Feigenbaum and Dafalias (2007), Noman et al. (2010), Pietryga
et al. (2012), Shi et al. (2014). All models proposed in those papers
worked reasonably well for the studied cases. However, as Plesek
et al. (2010) bring up, there is no physical motivation for letting
the direction of high curvature be aligned with the current back-
stress.
Many works that use stress-driven evolution laws have dealt
with the high curvature in the loading direction. However, most
recent models also include cross- and self-hardening (sometimes
referred to as latent and dynamic hardening, respectively), see
e.g. Johansson et al. (2005), Noman et al. (2010), Pietryga et al.
(2012), Shi et al. (2014). The cross- and self-hardening is often rep-
resented by a Hill-type yield surface. Such a quadratic yield surface
was found to fit the experimental results in Meyer et al. (2020)
well. In Meyer (2020), a slightly modified version of the model in
Shi et al. (2014) was applied to those experimental results. Overall,
the results were quite good, considering the complexity of the
experiments. Furthermore, several problems with the model were
Fig. 4. Comparison between experiments from Meyer et al. (2020) and yielding based on Larijani et al. (2013) (n ¼ 1). The results from the latter are scaled and translated to
match the Hill. yield surfaces.
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ther improvements.
Several other stress-driven approaches have been proposed in
the literature. One increasingly popular class is the Homogeneous
Anisotropic Hardening (HAH), proposed by Barlat et al. (2011). In
this method, the yield surface translation is modeled via the yield
surface distortion. One key issue with this framework is that yield-
ing upon unloading cannot be obtained (i.e. the yield surface must
contain the origin). However, this, and additional convergence
issues (see e.g. Qin et al., 2017), were solved by Holmedal (2019).
We note that there are a lot of different yield criteria that can form
the basis for modeling distortional hardening. This choice will have
a strong influence on the result, as was shown for the notch defor-
mation in Cazacu et al. (2020). Still, in Meyer et al. (2020), it was
shown that, for the same experiments as those considered herein,
the simple criterion from Hill (1948), combined with yield surface
translation, was accurate.
4. Improved model
We denote the Shi model in Meyer (2020) as the reference
model and propose an improved model building upon that model.
Two issues with the reference model were discussed in Meyer et al.
(2020). First, the yield surface convexity cannot be guaranteed for
multiple load paths. As shown in Plesek et al. (2010), it can be very
complicated to derive limit cases to ensure convexity. Second, it
turned out that the softening in the loading direction could cause
a lack of a solution to the local problem. The exact bounds to avoid5
this could not be determined. Additionally, as discussed in Plesek
et al. (2010), the assumption of co-axiality between the current
back-stress and the direction of high curvature is questionable.
These three concerns are addressed with the improved model pro-
posed herein. We first discuss and motivate the improvements, fol-
lowed by a complete description of the improved model. The parts
of the reference model that are different from the improved model
are presented in Appendix D for completeness.4.1. Motivation of improvements
The first issue discussed in Meyer (2020) was to guarantee the
convexity of the yield surface. An interesting solution to this prob-
lem exists in many models used to describe higher-order yield
functions, such as in Barlat et al. (2005). This approach uses an iso-
tropic and convex yield criterion, but the stress, e.g., r, is trans-
formed by a 4th order tensor, L. By using this transformed stress,
L : r, the resulting yield criterion is also convex, but not isotropic
(as described in Barlat et al., 2005).
The second issue discussed in Meyer (2020) was excessive soft-
ening in the loading direction. Consider an effective stressffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rdev : ~C : rdev
p
. If ~C evolves such that rdev : ~C : rdev= rdev : rdev
 
increases, softening occurs (in the absence of other hardening
mechanisms). If this evolution is too rapid, no solution for a posi-
tive plastic multiplier exists, which was shown in Appendix C.2
in Meyer (2020). The same issue can also occur for purely linear
isotropic hardening, setting the isotropic hardening modulus
Knut Andreas Meyer and A. Menzel International Journal of Solids and Structures 232 (2021) 111055Hiso ¼ 3G, where G is the elastic shear modulus. However, the
parameter bounds are not as straightforward for the distortional
hardening formulation from e.g. Shi et al. (2014). Therefore, we
propose to solve this issue by removing the self-hardening and
replacing it with a second isotropic hardening stress. The idea of
using multiple isotropic hardening stresses came from Qin et al.
(2018). This addition also reduces the model complexity by
removing one fourth-order tensor from the material state
description.
The results in Fig. 3b showed that the combination of the Mas-
ing effect and polarization of dislocations results in a high curva-
ture in the loading direction. This effect has been observed in
many experiments (see e.g. Ishikawa and Sasaki, 1988). As men-
tioned previously, many models include this effect by using the
current back-stress as an indicator for the direction of high curva-
ture. To evaluate if it is reasonable to assume such a coupling, a
straightforward numerical evaluation is conducted: We consider
the crystal plasticity model with 48 slip systems from Meyer
(2020), also used in Section 2. The model is available at
https://github.com/KnutAM/MaterialModels. The material
parameters and preloading amount are changed, such that more
plasticity occurs when the load is removed. The crystal elastic
parameters, E11 ¼ 251 GPa; E12 ¼ 163:7 GPa, and E44 ¼ 105:1 GPa,
as well as the over-stress parameters, t ¼ 849 s and n ¼ 19:2,
are the same as in Meyer (2020). The initial yield limit is
R0 ¼ 10 MPa and the kinematic hardening parameters are
Hkin ¼ 20 GPa and Ykin ¼ 30 MPa. Remaining parameters are zero.
Additionally, using a high number of random orientations (214)
ensured smooth results for small offsets. As in Meyer (2020), all
grains are subjected to the same deformation gradient. The plastic
work is calculated for each grain individually as
wP t1ð Þ ¼
Z t1
t0
M : Lpdt ð6Þ
where t0 is the time when the loading for evaluating the yield sur-
face starts. The Mandel stress, M, and the plastic velocity gradient,
Lp, are defined in Eqs. (21) and (26), respectively. The total plastic
work (per volume) is then taken as the average of all grains follow-
ing the Taylor homogenization scheme. The loading is stress-
controlled, reaching a von Mises stress of 100 MPa in 100 s. We
have verified that increasing this time to 1000 s has no discernible
influence on the response. The results in Fig. 5 show that the direc-
tion of high curvature reverses after higher amounts of plasticity
during load removal. This is in contrast to the back-stress which
is still positive. Based on these results, it is reasonable to model
the two effects as de-coupled, as proposed in Feigenbaum and
Dafalias (2008). These findings seem to be in line with the conclu-
sions of experimental studies on dislocation tangles (See
Hasegawa et al., 1986; Kocks and Mecking, 2003 and references
therein). To the authors’ knowledge, however, no experimental
studies have been conducted to show this effect on macroscopic
yield surfaces.
The results in Fig. 5 show substantial differences between the
initial yield surface and the first plastic work contour. For such a
material response, it is difficult to determine the true yield surface
accurately in experiments. Furthermore, a lack of convexity for the
first plastic work contours may be observed. It is important to
emphasize that the equal plastic work contours are not yield sur-
faces. I.e., the material state is not the same along an equal plastic
work contour, explaining why the non-convexity does not contra-
dict the convex yield potential. This behavior can also occur in
experiments, as reported by Yang et al. (2018). Finally, the high
curvature in the loading direction is only present for low amounts
of plastic deformation in yield detection. Therefore, highly sensi-
tive experiments are required to replicate the results in Fig. 5.6
4.2. Complete model formulation
Before describing the model formulation, a brief summary of
the notation used is given. Regular parenthesis, ðÞ, are used to
denote arguments of a function, while square brackets, ½ , are used
to group entities within equations. 2nd order tensors are written in
boldface, e.g. a ¼ aij ei  ej, while 4th order tensors are written only
as capitalized, boldfaced, upright, e.g. B ¼ Bijkl ei  ej  ek  el. The
double contraction between two 2nd order tensors is defined as
a : b ¼ tr abt
 
, and the quadruple contraction A :: B, between
two 4th order tensors, A and B, is defined as AijklBijkl (in Cartesian
orthonormal coordinate systems). BT is defined as the major trans-
pose of a 4th order tensor such that a : B : b ¼ b : BT : a. The square
root of the 2nd basic invariant, II1=2a , of a 2nd order tensor, a, is
defined as II1=2a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tr aað Þp and the third principal invariant, IIIa,
as IIIa ¼ det að Þ. Furthermore, asym and adev denote the symmetric
and deviatoric parts of a, respectively. Finally, the non-standard
open products  and  are uniquely defined by the following
expressions: ab½  : c ¼ actbt and ab½  : c ¼ acbt where a;b, and
c are second-order tensors.
The finite strain model formulation starts from the multiplica-
tive decomposition of the deformation gradient F ¼ FeFp into an
elastic, Fe, and a plastic, Fp, part. The model is formulated on the
intermediate configuration, given by the push-forward from the
reference configuration using Fp. The so-called Mandel stress, M,
is used in the formulation. It is related to the standard Kirchhoff
stress s by
M ¼ FtesFte ð7Þ4.2.1. Yield formulation
The yield function is formulated as
U ¼ f Mred;C; r̂ð Þ  Y 6 0 ð8Þ
The yield function is formulated in terms of quantities settled in
the intermediate configuration. Therefore, we require it to be iso-
tropic in its arguments (i.e. be formulated with invariants). The
reduced Mandel stress Mred is defined as




Mkin;i are the Nback back-stresses due to kinematic hardening
(Nback ¼ 2 in the present paper). These stresses and their evolution
are later defined in Eqs. (22) and (27). The use of multiple back-
stresses is common in the literature and was first introduced by
Chaboche et al. (1979). The effective stress, f Mred;C; r̂ð Þ, is addi-
tionally dependent on the structure tensor, C, and the curvature
tensor, r̂, i.e.






: C : Mdevred
h ir ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi









where the evolution of r̂ is defined by Eqs. (23) and (29). It is uncou-
pled from the back-stress, which is motivated by the results in
Fig. 5. Such uncoupling was first proposed by Feigenbaum and
Dafalias (2008). The anisotropy tensor, Ĉ, can be identified as
Ĉ ¼ 3
2
CT : II½  : C 1 N : r̂½  ð11Þ
with I being the 2nd order identity tensor. The loading direction, N,
is further defined as
Fig. 5. Lack of coupling between the direction of high curvature and the current back-stress. Simulated using crystal plasticity with all stress components apart from rzz and
rzh ¼ rhz being zero.






where we note that N is not necessarily perpendicular to the yield
surface. Furthermore, C is given as a linear combination of the 4th
order deviatoric identity tensor, Idev ¼ II  I  I=3, and the cross
hardening tensor, Cc, specifically
C ¼ 1 bc½ Idev þ bcCc
h i
ð13Þ
where the material parameter bc was introduced.
Isotropic hardening is represented by
Y ¼ Y0 þ
X2
i¼1






where _k is the plastic multiplier. Y0 is the initial yield limit, Y1;i
describe the saturation values for isotropic hardening and kiso;i the
corresponding hardening rates.
The gradient of the yield surface, which will be used for the evo-




2f Mred;C; r̂ð Þ Ĉ : Mred þMred : Ĉþ
f Mred;C; r̂ð Þ2
II1=2
Mdevred
1 r̂ : N½ 





Note that the present model assumes elastic isotropy. Hence,
the Mandel stresses are symmetric, and their transpositions do
not influence the mechanical response. However, as Sweeney
et al. (2013) showed, elastic anisotropy strongly influences damage
evolution in ferritic microstructures. So to allow for a straightfor-
ward generalization to elastic anisotropy, as in e.g. Bertram and
Böhlke (2002), we do not assume a symmetric Mandel stress in
the model formulation. The motivation for the transpositions in
the yield formulation is given in Appendix B.
4.2.2. Helmholtz free energy
We assume that the Helmholtz free energy, W, is additively
decomposed into an elastic part, We, and inelastic parts corre-7
sponding to kinematic hardening, Wkin;i, cross hardening, Wc and
distortional hardening, Wr, i.e.




 þWr crð Þ þWc Acð Þ ð16Þ
The elastic energy, We, follows a standard compressible Neo-
Hookean formulation












where G is the shear modulus and K is the bulk modulus. The kine-
matic hardening energies, Wkin;i, use the same Neo Hookean format,
but only for the deviatoric part (following e.g. Wallin et al., 2003),





where Hkin;i are the kinematic hardening moduli. The directional
distortional hardening energy, Wr, uses the same Neo-Hookean for-
mat as the kinematic hardening,





where Hr is a modulus describing how fast the directional distortion
evolves. Finally, in analogy to Shi et al. (2014), the cross hardening
free energy is introduced as
Wc ¼ cc2 A
T
c :: Ac ð20Þ
where cc is a material parameter affecting the rate of cross harden-
ing evolution. To the authors’ knowledge, Feigenbaum and Dafalias
(2007) were the first to introduce such an expression for distor-
tional hardening. In that paper, however, the distortional hardening
represented self-hardening (i.e. the yield limit in the loading direc-
tion is affected by the evolution of A). Later, Feigenbaum and
Dafalias (2014) addressed such distortional hardening for finite
plastic strains.
It is noted that the above choices of free energy relate back-
stresses and distortional hardening to fictitious deformation gradi-
ents. For kinematic hardening, this has been motivated from the
microstructure, see e.g. Wallin et al. (2003) and Dettmer and
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Ekh (2017) showed that these frameworks are equivalent. In the
opinion of the authors, the description with fictitious deformation
gradients provides a mathematical framework for hardening con-
tributions by analogy with the framework of material isomorphism
as common in plasticity theory. In fact, this framework has proven
very efficient in avoiding issues associated with finite simple shear,
described in e.g. Ekh (2001). Menzel et al. (2005) extended this
approach to include anisotropic damage. Inspired by these previ-
ous works, we use the same approach for the directional distor-
tional hardening in Eq. (29) as for the kinematic hardening in Eq.
(27).
Based on W, the energetically dual quantities are introduced as









Mkin;i ¼ 2ckin;i @Wkin;i
@ckin;i
¼ Hkin;iIII1=3ckin;i cdevkin;i ð22Þ
r ¼ 2cr @Wr
@cr
¼ HrIII1=3cr cdevr ð23Þ
Cc ¼  @Wc
@Ac
¼ ccATc ð24Þ
where r is related r̂ via the material parameter rscale, such that
r ¼ rscaler̂. Moreover, the deformations tensors, Ce; ckin;i, and cr, are
defined as
Ce ¼ F teFe; ckin;i ¼ Ftkin;iF1kin;i; cr ¼ Ftr F1r ð25Þ
where the deformation gradients Fkin;i and Fr are state variables
along with Ac and Fp. All these state variables are established on
the same intermediate configuration, which is a common isoclinic
configuration, cf. Mandel (1971). Consequently, one can use regular
rates for all these variables. The restriction of a common isoclinic
configuration can be lifted by introducing different co-rotational
rate evolution equations for different variables, following Dafalias
(1998). Such an extension is not considered in the present work.
4.2.3. Evolution equations for state variables
We postulate an associative plastic flow
_FpF
1




resulting in an isoclinic intermediate configuration, cf. Mandel
(1973) and Dafalias (1998). Therefore, the antisymmetric part of
Eq. (26) constitutes the plastic spin constitutive equation (Mandel,
1971; Dafalias, 1985). In the case of isotropic elasticity, and thus a
symmetric Mandel stress, the plastic spin is zero and the isoclinic
configuration coincides with the so-called spinless intermediate
configuration.
The kinematic hardening follows the non-associative evolution
law obtained by combining the evolution equations from Frederick
and Armstrong (2007) and Burlet and Cailletaud (1986).
_Fkin;iF
1










m̂; m̂ ¼ m
II1=2m
ð28Þ
where d is a material parameter controlling the amount of
Armstrong-Frederick and Burlet-Cailletaud hardening, while B1;i
controls the saturation of the effective back-stresses. The non-
standard scaling of the kinematic hardening, II1=2m , is introduced fol-
lowing Meyer (2020), inspired by Feigenbaum and Dafalias (2007),
to ensure saturation to B1;i. We note, however, that Dafalias and8
Feigenbaum (2011) showed that d < 0:5 can lead to back-stresses
outside the desired bounding sphere described by B1;i, causing
kinematic softening contributions for specific load paths. As a better
fit is observed for d < 0:5, this model deficiency is accepted in the
present work. We will return to this in the discussion. Finally, the











_Ac ¼ _kdc NT? :: Cc
h i
NT?; N? ¼ Idev  Nt  N ð30Þ
respectively. The initial value of Ac is Idev=cc.
4.2.4. Dissipation inequality
The requirement of positive dissipation is fundamental in mate-
rial modeling. Dafalias et al. (2002) developed a model with distor-
tional hardening using a 4th order tensor that fulfilled this
requirement. For the present model, Clausius-Duhem’s reduced
dissipation inequality becomes
D ¼ M : Lp þ
X
Mkin;i : Lkin;i þ r : Lr þ Cc :: _Ac P 0 ð31Þ
Inserting the evolution laws we obtain
D= _k ¼ Mred : m þ
X
Mkin;i : mkin;i
þ r : rt=r1  N
 þ dc Cc :: NT?h i2 ð32Þ
The parameter dc > 0 can be considered a purely thermody-
namic parameter. It does not add a degree of freedom to the
mechanical response, as the evolution of Cc is controlled by the
product ccdc, i.e.
_Cc ¼  _kccdc NT? :: Cc
h i
N? ð33Þ
However, dc is required in the formulation to have correct units.
Similarly, the scaled tensor r̂ ¼ r=rscale is used in Eq. (8). The
parameter rscale only scales Hr and r1 and thus does not add an
independent material parameter.
The term Mred : m in Eq. (32) becomes
Mred : m ¼ 12f Mred;C; r̂ð Þ
2Mred : Ĉ : Mred þ f Mred ;C; r̂ð Þ½ 
2
II1=2Mred 1 r̂ : N½ 








¼ f Mred ;C; r̂ð Þ ð35Þ
which is strictly positive during plastic loading (it is also remarked
that the function f is homogeneous of degree one with respect to
Mred). Combining Eq. (28) and the term
P
Mkin;i : mkin;i, both result-
ing terms become quadratic multiplied by model parameters. Con-
sequently, these terms are non-negative, provided that
B1;i; d; 1 d½  P 0. Furthermore, we require that II1=2r̂ 6 1 to avoid
taking the square root of a potentially negative number, cf. Eq.
(10). Letting rscale ! 0, the influence from r on the dissipation in
Eq. (32) vanishes as II1=2r ! 0. Hence, the contribution to the dissipa-
tion from the potentially negative term, r : rt=r1  N½ , vanishes.
Note that the first term in Eq. (32) is strictly positive. Finally, the




, is quadratic and, therefore, non-negative
for dc P 0. In conclusion, the dissipation inequality is fulfilled.
4.2.5. Numerical implementation
The evolution equations for Fp; Fkin;i, and Fr are integrated using
the standard exponential map,
Table 1
Description of material parameters.
Parameter Unit Description
G [MPa] Shear modulus
K [MPa] Bulk modulus
Y0 [MPa] Initial yield limit
kiso;i [–] Isotropic hardening rate
Y1;i [MPa] Isotropic saturation stress
Hkin;i [MPa] Kinematic hardening modulus
B1;i [MPa] Kinematic saturation stress
d [–] AF vs BC kinematic hardening
Hr [MPa] Hardening modulus for r
r1 [MPa] Saturation value for r
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Fkin;i ¼ exp Dk m þ II1=2m mkin;i
h i 
nFp ð37Þ
Fr ¼ exp Dk N  rt=r1
  
nFr ð38Þ
where the notation n indicates the value of  in the previous time
step. For readability, we neglect the notation nþ1 for the value in
the current time step. Furthermore, Dk ¼ _k tnþ1  tn½ . Finally, follow-
ing Bartels and Mosler (2017), we adopt the exponential map for Cc,
which reduces to a scalar exponential, specifically





N? ð39Þrscale (*) [MPa] Unit scaling of r
cc [MPa1] Hardening rate for Cc
bc [–] Influence from Cc
dc (*) [MPa] Thermodynamic parameter for Cc
Fig. 6. Specimen with orthogonal laser mesh before and after predeformation from
Meyer et al. (2018b) (Reprinted w.ith permission).4.2.6. Material parameters
To summarize the proposed material model, the material
parameters are described in Table 1. Parameters marked with (*)
do not add independent mechanical modeling parameters but
ensure that the units in the model are correct. However, they do
influence the dissipation, which is important in a thermomechan-
ical simulation. In this work we set rscale ¼ dc ¼ 1 MPa.
5. Comparison to experiments
In this section, we compare the improved model to experi-
mental results. These experiments are presented briefly below;
the complete description exists in Meyer et al. (2020). After
that, we give a brief overview of the simulation methodology.
In the present work, we improve the analysis of the experi-
ments in conjunction with the material model framework. This
analysis leads to the approximation of effective plastic strains
and is presented in Subsection 5.3. Using this approximation,
we present the material parameter identification scheme in
Subsection 5.4. Finally, in Subsection 5.5, we present the ability
of the improved material model to fit and predict the experi-
mental results.
5.1. Overview of experiments
The experiments used in the present study are from Meyer
et al. (2020). In that study, cylindrical test bars, such as the bar
in Fig. 6, were subjected to torsion during axial compressive
loads. The material in the 14 mm diameter gauge section sustains
large shear deformations as shown in Fig. 6b. The predeformation
was conducted in steps of 90 rotation with nominal axial stress
600 MPa.
After the predeformation, the test bars were re-machined to
form thin-walled tubular test bars. The inside hole was gun-
drilled to 12 mm, and the outside turned and polished to 14 mm.
These predeformed, thin-walled, test bars were loaded in different
directions in the zz  zh plane. The response in different direc-
tions, both without predeformation and after 1, 3, and 6 predefor-
mation steps, was evaluated.
5.2. Overview of simulation methodology
In Meyer et al. (2019), a simulation methodology for Axial-
Torsion-Pressure (ATP) simulation was developed together with
the open-source material model fitting tool, matmodfit (Meyer,
2019). The ATP simulation methodology was extended to include
re-machining in Meyer (2020). This enhancement allowed the
experiments in Meyer et al. (2020) to be simulated efficiently.
The ATP simulation framework is a 1-dimensional finite ele-
ment simulation, which allows non-linear variation of stresses,
strains, and material state along the radial direction. The following
kinematic constraints are assumed:9
@h
@R ¼ 0 @z@R ¼ 0
@r
@H ¼ 0 @h@H ¼ 1 @z@H ¼ 0
@r
@Z ¼ 0 @h@Z ¼ /H @uz@Z ¼ DzH
ð40Þ
where R;H; Z are the undeformed coordinates and r; h; z are the
deformed coordinates. These kinematic constraints, along with the
coordinate system and the radial discretization, are shown in
Fig. 7. There, the degrees of freedom ur;1; . . . ;ur;N;/;Dz are intro-
duced, where N is the number of nodes. The associated external
loads pi;po; Tz; Fz are also shown. For further details, please see
Meyer et al. (2019).
5.3. Approximation of effective plastic strains
The experiments in Meyer et al. (2020) were conducted in two
stages. First, solid test bars were predeformed under combined tor-
sion and axial compression. These test bars were then re-machined
into thin-walled tubular test bars. The mechanical behavior of
these bars was then evaluated in the second step, with particular
emphasis on the yield surface. In Meyer (2020), the experimental
and numerical results were analyzed equally, treating both as
experimental data. However, in the present study, we seek to pro-
vide a more accurate description of the numerical result, using the
state described by the material model’s state variables (more
specifically Fp). However, to do this properly, the different config-
urations in Fig. 8 must be analyzed carefully.
The real configurations are those that are observable. X0 is the
initial (or undeformed) configuration, and X is the current config-
uration (during the second part of the experiment as described
Fig. 7. Kinematic assumptions and degrees of freedom for ATP simulations from
Meyer et al. (2019) (Reprinted with permission).
Fig. 8. The different configurations and deformation gradients in the experimental
results.
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the predeformation and re-machining step, obtained via the defor-
mation gradient F0. Following the standard multiplicative decom-
position of the deformation gradient, F ¼ FeFp, the intermediate
configuration, Xe, is introduced in the material model. After part
one of the experiment, this split becomes F0 ¼ Fe;0Fp;0, resulting
in the intermediate configuration, X1e. Furthermore, we have the
total deformation gradient F ¼ Fe;1Fe;0Fp;1Fp;0, where Fe;1 and Fp;1
evolve in the second part of the experiment. Thus, it is natural to
introduce another intermediate configuration, X2e, to indicate the
split of the elastic deformation gradient Fe ¼ Fe;1Fe;0. When analyz-
ing the experiments, however, the configuration X1 is treated as
the initial configuration. Hence, when calculating the split between
plastic and elastic deformations, another intermediate configura-
tion, XDe, appears. It does not exist in the material model. This sub-
section aims to relate the effective plastic strain in the experiments
(related to FDp;1) and in the simulations (related to Fp;1).
Due to the thin-walled geometry, we assume that the stress at
X1 is zero. As the stress depends on the related elastic right or left
Cauchy-Green deformation tensors, Fe;0 ¼ Q is a proper rotation10tensor (i.e., QQ t ¼ I). Fe;0 will be denoted Q in the following deriva-
tion, to emphasize this property. We then have that
FDeFDp ¼ Fe;1QFp;1Q t ð41Þ
Considering that the elastic strains are small, we can, as a rea-
sonable approximation, use any suitable elastic constitutive rela-
tion. Choosing a linear elastic relation based on the Almansi
strain, e, and the 4th order elasticity tensor, E, we have the Kirch-
hoff stress on the current configuration, X, namely







From this argument, we obtain that eDe  ee. Using that QQ t ¼ I,
we furthermore see that ee  ee;1. As the deformation in the second
part of the experiment is small we may neglect the rotation of FDe
and Fe;1. Hence, we may assume that FDe  Fe;1, which, together
with Eq. (41), results in
FDp  QFp;1Q t ð43Þ
It is now of interest to consider if we can have the same effec-
tive strain measure in both the simulation and the experiments.
Following the above derivation, it is natural to consider the
Almansi strains in the continuation. As the strains in the second
part are small, we consider the linearization of the Almansi strain
for the experiments with
_eD ¼ 12
_FtDe I  2eDp
 
F1De þ FtDe I  2eDp
 
_F tDe  2FtDe _eDpF1De
h i
ð44Þ
so that eDp 	 I and FDe  I result in
eD  eDe þ eDp ð45Þ














eDp : eDp  13 tr eDp
  2	 
s ð46Þ













































Hence, the effective plastic Almansi von Mises strain is approx-
imately the same when calculated using FDp and Fp;1, i.e.
evM FDp
   evM Fp;1 . Note that this result would not be obtained
if, e.g., the small strain tensor p;1 ¼ Fp;1
 
sym  I would have been
used instead of the Almansi strain.
Following the methodology in, e.g., Meyer et al. (2020), the elas-
tic compliance tensor, E1, herein related to the Almansi strains, is
obtained by a least-square fitting approach for the elastic data
points from the experiments. The elastic range is determined by
finding the yield points when using an isotropic elasticity tensor.
Young’s modulus is set to 212 GPa and the shear modulus to
80.5 GPa, and a small plastic offset is used. Then, half the von Mises
stress at the yield point is taken as maximum elastic stress for that
particular loading direction. Given the compliance tensor, E1, the
elastic Almansi strains, eDe, may be calculated, i.e.
eDe ¼ E1 : s ð50Þ
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the corresponding components in eDe can be calculated. In the
experiment, FD½ zz and FD½ hz are measured. Based on the kinematic
assumptions in Eq. (40), all shear components, except FD½ hz may
be assumed to be zero. This gives after some manipulations
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0  FD½ hz
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hz can be calculated using Eq. (45).
By assuming a transversely isotropic elastic behavior w.r.t. the r-
axis, we may assume that all shear components of eDe, except






such that tr eDp
  ¼ 0 (deviatoric plastic













If the approximation of small strains in the experiments is used
in Eq. (52), the standard small strain tensor, D ¼ FD½ sym  I, is
obtained. We use this approximation as the strains in the second
part of the experiment are small, and consequently, the rotation
in FD is small. However, the Almansi plastic strain for the simula-
tion must be calculated using Fp;1. Otherwise, the rotation in Q will
affect the results. We have verified that the approximations
described above are reasonable by using synthetically generated
experimental data, based on the proposed material model.
Finally, the yield point can be determined by interpolating
between the stresses when the plastic strain is just below and just
above a given offset strain.
5.4. Material parameter identification
To identify the material parameters, we use numerical opti-
mization, minimizing the difference between the simulated and
experimental results. The experiments are simulated following
the methodology developed in Meyer (2020). A key in material
parameter identification is the calculation of the difference
between experiments and simulations. This calculation is
described in Subsection 5.4.1 below, followed by a description of
the optimization algorithm and the determination of parameter
bounds.
5.4.1. Objective function
The most straight forward method to calculate the simulation
error is to consider the stress and strain difference to the experi-
ments. However, we know from previous experience (Meyer,
2020) that this method is not suitable when attempting to describe
anisotropic yield surfaces. Therefore, we adopt a similar method as
in Meyer (2020), but with some key improvements. The overall
concept is the same; the error in strains and torque during the pre-
deformation gives one contribution, and the error in the yield sur-
faces give the other contribution. The yield surfaces are considered
for two levels of plastic deformation contours. Many models and




hh is equivalent to assuming a Lankford coefficient,
R ¼ 1. If, instead, R ¼ 0:5 or R ¼ 2, the maximum relative error of the plastic strain is
1.8%, which shows that the approximation is reasonable.
11e.g. Teodosiu and Hu (1995), Wang et al. (2008), Qin et al.
(2019). By considering the stress state at multiple plastic deforma-
tion levels, we effectively take the stress-strain curve into account
in the objective function. In this work, we improve the yield sur-
face detection and also include the stress direction at yielding.
These changes are motivated below.
An issue with using the plastic work as a description for the
amount of plasticity at yield point detection is that the plastic work
is affected by a translated yield surface. In the extreme case with a
yield surface that excludes the origin, the plastic work may be neg-
ative upon yielding. We, therefore, propose to use effective
Almansi plastic strains instead. How these strains are approxi-
mated in the experiments was described above in Section 5.3.
In order to better describe the material state at the yield point,
we also include a description of the flow direction at the detected
yield point. Most plasticity models assume associative plastic flow.
This assumption implies that the plastic flow direction is normal to
the yield surface. However, the exact start of plastic deformations
cannot be detected in experiments. Therefore, the measured yield
surface is not the true yield surface. Fig. 5b illustrates this well,
where only the contours at which some plasticity already has
occurred can be detected. Thus, assuming that the plastic flow is
normal to a yield contour is not the same as assuming associative
plastic flow. However, in this study, we are comparing the experi-
ments with a numerical model. The model assumes associative
plastic flow. In this case, it is possible to compare the direction of
plastic flow between the experiment and the simulation. The
experiments were strain-controlled, and we can calculate the flow
direction from the stress path. However, as shown in Appendix C,
the flow direction has a larger experimental scatter than the stress
path. Therefore, we use the difference in stress direction, following
Appendix C, as part of the objective function. The flow direction is
an important characteristic of the material behavior. For example,
Cazacu and Rodríguez-Martínez (2019) showed that it can explain
the development of shear bands. For sheet metals, the Lankford
coefficient R (see ISO, 2020), is often studied. Considering the
instantaneous Lankford coefficient, r (cf. Barlat et al., 2005), we


















where x is the longitudinal, y the transverse, and z the thickness
direction and we use the rates of the plastic Almansi strain defined
in Eq. (45). The last equality in Eq. (54) assumes plastic incompress-
ibility. The instantaneous Lankford coefficient is thus a measure of
the flow direction. By including the stress path in our objective
function, the instantaneous Lankford coefficient is also considered
when evaluating the material models.
In summary, the predeformation error, Epdef , is described in
Meyer (2020) and the yield point error, Ey, is described in Appendix
C. The total simulation error is given as the sum of these and con-
stitutes the objective function used in the minimization proce-
dures. We do not fit the yield behavior after all six
predeformation steps. This behavior is used to evaluate the models’
predictive abilities.5.4.2. Numerical optimization scheme
The optimization consists of five steps. First, we generate 500
initial guesses via a Latin Hypercube sampling. The subsequent
steps use the 100 guesses that produce the lowest objective func-
tion. These steps use the Simplex algorithm from Nelder and Mead
(1965) to minimize the objective function. The initial size of the
simplex is 30% of the parameter space for the first step, and 10%
for the three subsequent steps.
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bounds. They affect both the initial guesses and limit the parame-
ter values that the optimization algorithm can attempt. We consid-
ered the resulting parameter values for the 10 optimization runs
producing the lowest objective function value. If a parameter value
was too close to any of its parameter bounds, we adjusted that
bound and re-ran the parameter identification.2 The torsional direction has been reversed compared to previous publications to
comply with the coordinate system defined in Fig. 7.5.5. Results
The ability of three different models to fit and predict the exper-
imental results are described in this section. The ‘‘reference model”
is the Shi model from Meyer (2020), which is a modified version of
the model in Shi et al. (2014). The equations for this model are
given in Appendix D. Additionally, two variants of the improved
model are evaluated. One with and one without the directional dis-
tortion introduced by r, denoted Hr – 0 and Hr ¼ 0, respectively.
Table 2 describes the result of the parameter identification. The
reference model and the improved model with Hr ¼ 0 have equally
many parameters. From the objective function values in Table 2, it
is clear that the improved model can fit the experiments better.
Allowing Hr – 0 further improves the fit. However, this model is
more complex, and there is an increased parameter and error vari-
ation for different start guesses.
Most parameters are very similar between the two variants of
the improved model. Still, when Hr – 0 several of the best 10
results have a pure Armstrong-Frederick type of kinematic harden-
ing (d  1). The parameters for Hr – 0 giving the lowest objective
function value, shown in Table 2, also have much more
Armstrong-Frederick type of kinematic hardening compared to
when Hr ¼ 0. Additionally, the cross-hardening rate, cc, is very dif-
ferent. We had to increase the upper parameter bound for this
parameter several times. However, the change in the objective
function was small (7 
 105 for a 10-fold increase).
The parameter values for the reference model are similar to
those in Meyer (2020), except for cL. However, following the dis-
cussion regarding cc above, this may be reasonable as cL and cc
both control the cross hardening. Overall, the low variation in both
error and parameter values, indicate that the optimization strategy
has successfully identified good parameter values.
Fig. 9 shows the experimental and simulated results for the pre-
deformation, with axis quantities defined in Fig. 7. In Fig. 10a, the
rotation and force in the experiment are shown as functions of
time. The predeformation level is described by the shear strain
due to the predeformation, c0 ¼ /zr=H, where /z and H are defined
in Fig. 7. r  6:5 mm is the radius in the middle of the wall of the
thin-walled test bars. All models describe the experimental result
rather well. The reference model does not capture the initial axial
deformation as accurately as the other models but is slightly more
accurate at larger rotations. The improved model with Hr ¼ 0
shows a too low torque towards the end. However, the hardening
during each predeformation step is closer to the experimental val-
ues. Fig. 9d shows that all models yield a similar width of the hys-
teresis loop, which is narrower than the experimental results. It is
also noted that the reference model is closer to the experimental
results. This is related to the higher torque resulting in more rota-
tion during the load removal.
Fig. 10 shows the ability of each model to fit and predict the
yield behavior. The models’ responses, calculated for 72 different
loading directions, are shown with the radial grey stress paths. Cir-
cumferential grey lines show the yield contours for 16 logarithmi-
cally spaced effective plastic strain offsets. The smallest strain is
0.001%, and the largest is 1.0%. The red lines show the models’ yield
contours for effective strains of 0.01% and 0.2%, for which the asso-
ciated yield points are part of the objective function. Blue circles12show the experimental yield points at these strain levels and blue
lines the experimental stress path between these points. Hence, a
good fit is indicated by blue circles on the red contours and blue
lines that align with the radial grey lines.
When inspecting Fig. 10a–c carefully, a lack of symmetry about
the vertical axis may be observed, both in the numerical and exper-
imental results. This is due to the Swift effect, see Swift (1947).2 In
the simulation, both the hyperelastic law and the plastic evolution
contribute to the Swift effect. Due to the rather small incremental
deformations during yield surface detection, the elastic response is
important for the results in Fig. 10a–c. The present model does not
capture the cyclic Swift effect well. Wallin and Ristinmaa (2005)
showed that adding a non-zero constitutive spin (cf. Dafalias,
1998) affects the monotonic Swift effect. Böhlke et al. (2003) devel-
oped a phenomenological model with anisotropic elastic stiffness
and non-zero constitutive spin, which qualitatively captured the cyc-
lic Swift effect behavior. While the Swift effect is not a focus of the
present work, it should be investigated further in future works.
After one predeformation step, c0 ¼ 0:21, all models show a
distorted yield surface. The experimental points are captured
rather well, even though the shape predicted by the reference
and improved models are different. Still, the yield point accuracy,
and even more so the stress paths, are better described by the
improved models. Similar trends are seen after three predeforma-
tion steps, c0 ¼ 0:60. At this point, the non-elliptical shape possi-
ble when Hr – 0 is becoming apparent.
After six predeformation steps, c0 ¼ 1:13, the yield behavior is
not part of the objective function. Hence, these results are pre-
dicted. Neither of the models can predict the experimental results
reasonably well.
To further examine how well the different models capture the
material response, Fig. 11 shows the loading in pure tension/com-
pression and shear. The response for the virgin material (Fig. 11a
and 11b) is quite different for the reference model compared to
the response predicted by the improved models. The experimental
results are also more accurately captured by the improved models.
After predeformation, the reference model and the other models
produce more similar responses. The experimental material
response is also captured rather accurately, even though the refer-
ence model results deviate more than those from the improved
models.6. Discussion
In Section 2, we concluded that a model for evolving plastic ani-
sotropy should consider three different effects. These were based
on simple numerical examples, highlighting the deformation pro-
cesses that occur in the microstructure of pearlitic steels. In Sec-
tion 3, we decided that a stress-driven approach seemed more
suitable for an accurate and efficient description of evolving aniso-
tropy. The improved model suggested in Section 4 can capture all
three effects:
1. The distortion-free yield surface translation due to the Masing
effect. It is captured using advanced kinematic hardening that
combines the Armstrong-Frederick and Burlet-Cailletaud evolu-
tion laws.
2. The asymmetric distortion, due to polarization of dislocations,
can be described by the evolution of the curvature tensor r
when Hr – 0.
3. The symmetric distortion of the yield surface is described by the
evolution of the cross-hardening tensor, Cc.
Table 2
Optimization results. The variation, denoted by ‘‘”, of the values is the standard deviation of the 10 results with the lowest error.
Model Hr ¼ 0 Hr – 0 reference model Unit
Error 1:23 0:001 1:05 0:017 1:69 0:001 %
Y0 352 6 360 7 320 1 MPa
kiso;1 904 228 1156 347 – –
Hiso;1 – – 29:3 0:4 GPa
Y1;1 321 12 325 19 1424 10 MPa
kiso;2 16:7 0:6 20:6 1:2 – –
Y1;2 320 19 296 18 – MPa
d 0:582 0:021 0:831 0:089 0:127 0:003 –
Hkin;1 153 1 171 15 98:5 0:3 GPa
B1;1 386 3 360 17 419 2 MPa
Hkin;2 3:25 0:20 5:31 1:8 2:74 0:04 GPa
B1;2 309 2 284 11 379 1 MPa
cc 60:6 20:2 5:56 3:07 – kPa1
bc 0:369 0:007 0:416 0:022 – –
Hr – 0:899 0:224 – MPa
r1 – 0:918 0:133 – MPa
bD – – 30:0 0:04 –
bL – – 7:46 0:19 –
cD – – 30:0 0:05 –
cL – – 905 237 103
Fig. 9. Response for predeformation of solid test bars.
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type of kinematic hardening proved crucial to capture the prede-
formation response in Meyer et al. (2018a). Without this combina-
tion, it was not possible to simultaneously capture the axial and
torsional response. That study employed material models with iso-
tropic yield surfaces. For the same experiments as in the present
study, the combination significantly improved the present refer-
ence model (Shi model in Meyer, 2020). In the present work, the
improved model with Hr ¼ 0 could also fit the experimental results
much better with this combination.
However, for Hr – 0, many of the best results (i.e. lowest objec-
tive function value) had an almost pure Armstrong-Frederick type
of kinematic hardening. This observation is particularly interesting
given the issues with the Burlet-Cailletaud modification when13d < 0:5. However, this result alone cannot determine whether the
introduction of a yield surface curvature tensor r can replace the
more advanced kinematic hardening law. More studies, tailored
to investigate this particular effect, such as in Feigenbaum et al.
(2012), must be conducted.
The decoupling between the direction of high curvature and the
current back-stress was motivated in Section 4 by using crystal
plasticity. The simplistic Taylor homogenization was used. Addi-
tionally, as shown by Pham et al. (2017), the cross-hardening
description can strongly influence the anisotropy in crystal plastic-
ity simulations. Consequently, there are many uncertainties
related to these simulation results. However, the main phe-
nomenon remains: the current yield surface center and the direc-
tion of high curvature were decoupled. We, therefore, conclude
Fig. 10. The ability of each model to fit and predict the yield behavior at different predeformation levels. The level is indicated by the predeformation shear strain c0.
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conclusion should be strengthened by future experimental results.
An important aspect when considering the high curvature in the
loading direction is its importance on the overall material
response. As was seen in Fig. 5, the non-ellipticity decreases14rapidly with offset strain. Hence, the influence of the high curva-
ture effect in practical applications might be limited. Interesting
examples include spring-back in sheet-metal applications or stres-
ses and strains in rolling contact fatigue simulations. However, to
investigate this effect, the model must be calibrated to experi-
Fig. 11. Stress-strain curves for loading in pure tension/compression and shear after different predeformation levels. Note that each figure describes two experiments, both
starting at the origin.
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results in Meyer et al. (2020) do not exhibit such behavior. Conse-
quently, the calibrated response for Hr – 0 does not seem to cap-
ture the high curvature seen in many experimental results. The
purpose of this addition is to include a short-term memory of the
previous loading direction. On the contrary, the best fit to the
experimental data gives a slow evolution of r. After
c0 ¼ 0:21; II1=2r̂ ¼ 0:10, increasing via 0.24 at c0 ¼ 0:60 to 0.39
at c0 ¼ 1:13. While it is clear that the addition of the high curva-
ture does improve the ability of the model to fit the results, it is
also clear that it does not improve the predictive ability. We pro-
pose that this distortion should be calibrated via tailored experi-
ments in the future.
A symmetric distortion was assumed to be due to the reorienta-
tion of the substructure in Section 2. However, in stress-driven
models, including the improved model described herein, no such
coupling exists. The lack of coupling to the substructure evolution
is clear as the cross hardening is independent of whether the load-
ing direction N is reversed or not. That is, N? ¼ Idev  Nt  N ¼
Idev  Nt  N½ . By comparing the cross hardening between
cyclic and monotonic loading, the validity of such a modeling
assumption can be evaluated. We propose to conduct such an
experiment in future works.
Despite the decoupling with the substructure, the improved
model shows a substantial improvement over the previous model.15The guaranteed convexity and simplified description of the self-
hardening significantly improved the numerical stability. Further-
more, precise parameter bounds simplified the parameter identifi-
cation. Especially the stress paths were much better predicted,
indicating that this is a promising improvement for stress-driven
models. However, there was no definite improvement in predictive
ability for additional predeformation. In particular, as previously
discussed, when Hr – 0, the yield surface distortion was over-
predicted. The validation experiments were extrapolations of the
calibration experiments. This setup makes it difficult to give accu-
rate predictions as compared to using less predeformation in the
validation set. Finally, only two points on the stress-strain curves
where included in the objective function. Even so, the full curves
where accurately predicted by the modified models.
A final note on the two improvements to the objective function
compared to Meyer (2020), is warranted. The first improvement
was to use the approximations following the analysis in Subsection
5.3 to identify yielding in the numerical results. This methodology
is more robust as compared to fitting the elastic behavior for each
parameter set. For some parameter values during the identification
procedure, very unusual material behavior may occur. For these
corner cases, the yield point identification procedure may not pro-
duce correct results. Hence, we found that the process was
improved by directly analyzing the plastic deformation gradient
from the model. The second improvement was to include the stress
Knut Andreas Meyer and A. Menzel International Journal of Solids and Structures 232 (2021) 111055direction at the yield point in the objective function. In Appendix C,
we showed that this is more accurate than using the plastic strain
direction. However, we still account for that information indirectly.
By including this information in the objective function, we were
able to capture the material behavior better while still ensuring
an accurate fit to the yield points.
7. Concluding remarks
Departing from simple models of the microstructure, we have
evaluated different approaches to capture the evolving plastic
anisotropy in metals. We first assessed the use of strain-driven
models for a pearlitic steel. The results show that the reorienta-
tion of cementite lamellas alone cannot describe the evolution
of anisotropy. Furthermore, we show that the evolution laws for
strain-driven approaches become computationally expensive if
high accuracy is maintained. From a review of different models,
we then concluded that the stress-driven method is more
suitable.
We proposed an improved stress-driven model that guarantees
yield surface convexity and is thermodynamically consistent. Com-
pared to previous models, it significantly improved the fit of the
experimental behavior in Meyer et al. (2020), without increasing
the complexity. Still, to answer many open questions, specific
experiments are required in the future. In particular, the predictive
ability of the model is not entirely satisfactory.
In addition to the proposed model, we derived an approximate
plastic strain offset, considering finite pre-straining. This approxi-
mation made it possible to use the plastic deformation gradient
(state variable) to calculate the yield contours from the model.
We also included the stress evolution direction at the point of
yielding, and explained why the normality rule should not be
applied directly to experimentally determined yield contours.
These additions, affecting the objective function, resulted in a more
stable parameter identification scheme.
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Appendix A. Structure evolution
Following Larijani et al. (2013) we define an effective stress due
to the evolution of cementite lamellas (cl), characterized by their
normal vector n, of the form16scl ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
st : Ccl : s
p
ð55Þ




p nð Þ  dA ð57Þ
a ¼ n nh i B ¼ n n n nh i ð58Þ
The yield formulation, and in particular the homogenization h i,
can be interpreted in two different, but still equivalent, ways. First,
the average distribution of the current cementite orientation can
be considered. Each orientation n is then a function of the deforma-
tion history and the orientation distribution function (odf),
p nð Þ ¼ 1=4p. The alternative interpretation is to consider the inte-
gral over uniformly distributed directions (which are not affected
by the deformation), but where the odf, p nð Þ, evolves as a function
of the deformation history.
If areal-affine reorientation is considered, the orientation n of a





 Ftn0 q ð59Þ
By taking the time derivative of this expression, the following
evolution law for n is obtained after some manipulations,
specifically
_n ¼ Wn Dn nDn½ n½  ð60Þ
which is equivalent to Eq. (5) with g ¼ 1.
From the two interpretations of the averaging in Eq. (58), there
are two possible ways to model the evolution. The first considers
the evolution of a discrete set of initial directions n0;i, which trans-
form to ni according to Eq. (59). These transformed directions are
then numerically integrated over the unit sphere, following




wini  ni; B 
XN
i¼1
wini  ni  ni  ni ð61Þ
where wi is the weight factor for each direction n0;i.
The second approach considers the evolution of the structure
tensors a and B directly, see e.g., Menzel et al. (2008). This evolu-
tion was derived from the general evolution law,
_n ¼ Wnþ g Dn nDn½ n½   Dr 1p nð Þrp ð62Þ
by Advani and Tucker (1987), i.e.
_a ¼ Wa aW½  þ g Daþ aD 2B : D½  þ 2Dr I  3a½  ð63Þ
The reorientation factor g controls the type of evolution of the
direction vectors, as in Eq. (5). For the fluid problems discussed
in the Advani and Tucker (1987), the rotary diffusivity, Dr, can be
important. However, in the plastic flow studied in this work, we
will assume Dr ¼ 0. This assumption implies that the evolution of
a lamella is independent of the current distribution of lamella ori-
entations. For this case, the evolution of the 4th order structure
tensor B, following Altan et al. (1990) and Jack and Smith (2006),
becomes
_Bijkl ¼ WimBmjkl þWjmBimkl þWkmBijml þWlmBijkm
 
þ g DimBmjkl þ DjmBimkl þ DkmBijml þ DlmBijkm  4BijklmnDmn
 
ð64Þ
where the 6th order tensor B is introduced as
B ¼ n n n n n nh i ð65Þ
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even higher order. Each new tensor requires a higher order tension
in the evolution equation. Hence, the evolution cannot be calcu-
lated exactly. Advani and Tucker (1987) use so-called closure
approximations to obtain an approximate evolution for B. We will
now compare the accuracy of using such closure approximations
with the accuracy of different numerical integration schemes.
We can use a direct closure approximation for B and use this in
the yield criterion (as done in Johansson and Ekh, 2006). Advani
and Tucker (1990) present a hybrid closure, combining a linear
and quadratic closure. For B, these approximations are
Blin ¼ 1
35
I Iþ IIþ II½ þ1
7
a IþaIþaIþ Iaþ Iaþ Ia½  ð66Þ
Bquad ¼aa ð67Þ
Bhyb ¼ 1 f q
 
Blinþ f qBquad; f q ¼127det að Þ ð68Þ
Alternatively, we can keep B as a state variable and use the clo-
sure approximation only for B in the evolution equation for B.
These closure approximations are
Blinijklmn ¼ 1693 dijdkldmn þ dijdkmdln þ 
 
 
 15 termsð Þ
 
 199 aijdkldmn þ aijdkmdln þ 
 
 
 45 termsð Þ
  ð69Þ
þ 111 Bijkldmn þ Bijkmdln þ 
 
 
 15 termsð Þ
 
Bquad ¼ B a
ð70Þ
Bhyb ¼ 1 f q
 
Blin þ f qBquad ð71Þ
Fig. 12 shows the resulting yield surfaces after two different
predeformation load steps. The initial yield surface is shown as a
comparison. The reference solution is obtained by numerically
integrating 105 randomly oriented directions (convergence was
checked against 106 directions). For the tensile preloading in
Fig. 12a, the 2 33 formula by Bažant and Oh (1986) is closest to
the reference solution. However, for the shear predeformation in
Fig. 12b the 2 21 formula is performing best. Due to this surpris-
ing result, a test in which the chosen direction vectors in the inte-
gration formula was rotated p=10 radians around the y-axis was
performed. The results show that the rotation results in signifi-
cantly different evolution of the yield surface. A small deviation
should be expected. However, the large differences in Fig. 12 show
a strong non-objectivity. This effect is reduced with higher-order
integration schemes, but that results in higher computational cost.
When a closure approximation is used to determine B, the yield
surface distortion is under-predicted. When B is evolved, and B is
approximated, more accurate results are obtained. However, after
shear loading, Fig. 12b show that this higher-order closure doesFig. 12. Resulting yield surfaces for different reorientation modeling approaches after
17not produce accurate results. The number of terms in Eq. (69)
results in a scheme that is computationally much more expensive
than the evaluated numerical integration formulas. However, the
advantage of using the direct evolution of the orientation tensors
is the objectivity. The lack of this feature is a crucial deficiency
with the numerical integration schemes.
Appendix B. Motivation of transpositions
The Mandel stress, M ¼ FtesFte , is a mixed tensor (co- and con-
travariant), i.e. M ¼ Mji ~Gi  ~Gj, where ~Gi and ~Gj are the co- and con-
travariant basis on the intermediate configuration. We remark
that, from a geometrical point of view, the introduced transposi-
tion formally corresponds to the dual quantity. Hence, M Mt is
not a valid operation. Secondly, a pressure independent yield crite-
rion is typically formulated based on the 2nd invariant of the stress
on the current configuration. In this model based on the symmetric
Kirchhoff stress, s, we note that
s : s ¼ st : s ¼ Mt : M –M : M ð72Þ
for a non-symmetric Mandel stress.
Cc is double contracted with Mred ¼ M 
P
Mkin;i in Eq. (10).
Considering now the evolution of Cc using backward Euler we have
Cc ¼ nCc þ Dk Cc :: N?
 
Idev  Nt  N
h i





Cc : Mred ¼ nCc : Mred þ Dk Cc :: N?
 
Mdevred  Nt N : Mred½ 
h i
ð74Þ
where we have yet to decide if N? is N? or N
T
?. For consistency, we
see that we should subtract Nt from Mdevred and not N, motivating the
transpose in N? ¼ Idev  Nt  N. Now, let’s consider the quadruple
contraction Cc :: N

? in the same fashion. In particular,
Nt  N  :: N? is interesting. Choosing N? ¼ Idev  N  Nt ¼ NT?
works out such that
Nt  N  :: Idev  N  Nth i ¼ 1 Nt : N  N : Nt  ð75Þ
Appendix C. Flow direction
The data from each experiment includes the time history of the
axial stress, r ¼ r½ zz, the shear stress, s ¼ r½ zh, the axial strain,
 ¼ eD½ zz, and the shear strain, c ¼ 2 eD½ hz. We only consider the
second part of the experiment (the reloading), and in this part,
the strains are small following the analysis in Section 5.3. In thesimple predeformations. All stress components, except rzh ¼ rhz and rzz , are zero.
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ity. The two strain components are controlled, while the stress
components represent the material response. A yield point, ry,
given by the yield stress components ry and sy is determined
according to the method in Section 5.3. In addition to this point
itself, the current evolution directions may be investigated. The
evolution direction, n _r ¼ _r=II1=2_r , of the stress tensor, r, can be
obtained directly from the experiments. The evolution direction,
n _ep ¼ _eDp=II1=2_eDp , of the plastic strain tensor, eDp, can be obtained by
using the identified elastic compliance tensor, i.e.
_eDp ¼ _eD  E1 : _r ð76Þ
When comparing the model prediction with experiments, the
direction information in _r or _eDp can be used. But in order to decide
the better measure, we have investigated the experimental uncer-
tainty in these directions. Four direction angles,
a _r;a _eDp ; â _r ¼ a _r  ay, and â _eDp ¼ a _eDp  ay, are investigated, see
Fig. 13.
In order to evaluate the mean value from the experiments, we
use experiments that were repeated in the same loading direction
for the same predeformation level. The mean angle, a, and the vari-




cos aið Þ; y ¼
XN
i¼1
sin aið Þ ð77Þ





where atan2 is defined in IEEE (2008). In the study of the experi-
mental uncertainties, we define the yield surface by different von
Mises offset strains: 0.01%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, and 0.25%. The varia-
tions in Table 3 show that the relative stress direction measure,
â _r, has the lowest variation, and hence will be used in the objective
function.
The objective function, Ey p
 
, defines the modeling error for the
yield points as a function of the material parameters p, specificallyTable 3
Experimental variation in directional measures.
Direction measure a _r a _eDp â _r â _eDp
sa 
 105 10 16 6 20

























where ka controls the importance of the stress evolution direction.
sim and exp denote the simulated and experimental values respec-
tively. Nexp is the number of evaluated experimental yield points. A
value of ka ¼ 0:3 was chosen, giving a 5% error for 10 angular error.
Appendix D. Reference model
In this section, we briefly summarize the parts of the reference
model that are different in the improved model. The reference
model was denoted the Shi model in Meyer (2020) and its com-
plete details are discussed in that work.
The yield function is given as
U ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi








where the isotropic hardening modulus, Hiso;1, was introduced. This
parameter is equivalent to Y1;1kiso;1 in the improved model. We
show it here as this formulation was used when optimizing the
parameters, and a reformulation may affect the optimization
results. The main differences between the reference model and
the improved model are in the anisotropy tensor, C. The reference
model uses C directly in the yield criterion, while the improved
model uses C to transform the stress tensor and evaluate the von
Mises transformed stress. The evolution of C is similar for both




1 bL  bD½ Idev þ bLCL þ bDCD
h i
ð81Þ
_CD ¼  _kcD NT :: CD
h i
N; ð82Þ
_CL ¼  _kcL NT? :: CL
h i
N? ð83Þ
where N ¼ N  Nt. The initial value of both CD and CL is Idev. Note
that the latent hardening CL in the reference model capture the
same phenomena as the cross hardening, Cc in the improved model.
The parameters associated to the distortional hardening parameters
are thus bD; bL; cD, and cL. The elastic law and the kinematic harden-
ing for the reference model are the same as in the improved model.
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